FIRE! One more chapter in the book of change!
Wow, 2020 does not stop amazing me with all the transition
and change we are experiencing. This has caused me
personally to pause and reflect many times on what is truly
important to me and how to help others in every way that I
can. I would, however, like to share what some amazing
individuals are doing to help our family. Let me share…
This past Saturday a lightning caused fire started in the
Gila, just north of Silver City. If you don’t know much about
the Gila, it is composed of over 3.3 million acres of forest
and wilderness, much of which is very rugged. There are
often forest fires, but not often are they soooo close to
town. This particular fire, though, ignited with all its fury just
a couple miles away from two 40 acre tracks my late father,
Robert Humphrey, acquired many years ago. These
unique properties are completely surrounded by forest,
located a couple of hours north of Silver City, only
accessible by ATV/UTV, in extremely rough country called
the “Devil’s Garden” area due to the unique rock
formations surrounded by pinion and ponderosa pine.
My dad loved to help people and more than 25 years he
befriended a Catholic monk who was living as a hermit in
the middle of the Gila forest. To help him out, so the monk
could “legally” live in the forest and pursue what the monk
called his higher connections and self-discovery, dad built
this monk a small, humble cabin, with a water collection
system, on one of these 40 acre tracks. This was a huge
project, even though a small cabin, because each board,
every part, had be transported on an ATV through very rough country. The monk has lived there ever since,
having a garden, and caring for himself, with the help of dad and other town members who “adopted” this dear
man, who is now 76 years old.
This very unique individual has become famous in his years on the property and is known worldwide as the
Hermit of the Gila, The Guardian Hermit of the Gila, or Trail Angel. This is because the cabin is located on a very
significant part of the Continental Divide Trail. Hikers look to find this trail guardian as they journey through the
region. The monk loves these visitors and both the hikers and the monk seem to embrace their acquaintances.
The stories are amazing.
Once a year, the monk leaves the property to go to Albuquerque for a week to be with a friend and to buy supplies
for the year…mind you he eats very minimally and hardly uses much. As God would have it, the monk left the
properly a couple of days before this fire broke out, which now threatens this small cabin and all he owns…plus,
the place that is very special to me in that my dad built it and loved it.
With the “Tadpole” fire now over 6,000 acres and burning toward the cabin, with the monk safe in Albuquerque,
the US Forest Service thinks that the fire may consume the cabin with 24 to 48 hours. This is sad for so many
reasons—one for the monk and two as the place was so important to my dad. In any case, as I have worked with
the Forest Service all week bringing the latest in radio announcements/interviews from the many individuals who
are fighting the fire, letting residents know the situation, especially as it is so close to some areas in Pinos Altos
where there are houses. I have met some incredible people this week as I have brought these emergency
announcements to residents and discussed our personal situation with the property with these Forest Service
individuals.

Jump forward to this morning---Can you believe… They are letting Davie (my husband and I) go into the cabin (2
hours one way, very rugged 4-wheel road on our UTV) with escort to remove the monks most treasured possessions.
Then….then…they are going to “wrap” the cabin—God willing! They are going to try to save the cabin! If you have
not seen this process, it is amazing when the fire fighters wrap an historic site in very thick foil-looking material to
hopefully allow it to be heat resistant and make it more survivable. This is not a 100% sure protection mechanism
and there is no guarantee they will actually be able to complete the wrap, but at least they are trying to help.
So as I sign-off today, we are off to the mountains to help a monk save his belongings and say “good-bye” to this
special place---to hopefully be able to return to in weeks to come to find it still standing. Putting this all into
perspective—change is underway in so many ways in 2020. We all have to be patient with these changes and
embrace them for what they are…”change.” We need to accept that “change” is good, even if we can’t see the how
the pages of that change will all turn out okay in the end. I know that it will. We do truly “walk by faith and not by sight.”
Star Love,
Sabrina Pack
Grand Conductress

